Beginning Sentence Correction 1

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. Candy taste sweet. → ____________________________________________

2. I gonna get a new cat. → __________________________________________

3. she like dogs. → _________________________________________________

4. Me favorite color is red. → ________________________________________

5. I am happy now. → ______________________________________________

6. What time it is? → _______________________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 10

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. The cat food am old. → ____________________________________________

2. Michael ready four college. → ________________________________________

3. The camera no work. → _____________________________________________

4. Can’t no one past this test. → _________________________________________

5. The train is twenty minutes late. → ______________________________________

6. The boat are blew. → ________________________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 11

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. The dancers has green socks. → __________________________________________

2. When we going outside. → __________________________________________

3. She boyfriend is next door. → __________________________________________

4. The race is over now. → __________________________________________

5. Susan has lot of homework. → __________________________________________

6. The fish be colorful. → __________________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 12

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. The soup are hot. → ________________________________

2. all the children was good. → ________________________________

3. I am wear two blue sock. → ________________________________

4. Julia are nice. → ________________________________

5. What’s your phone number? → ________________________________

6. This lights are brite. → ________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 13

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. The movie was funny. →

2. Tom like ketchup. →

3. Their going to class. →

4. Are paintings is done. →

5. The whether are sunny. →

6. There is not nothing in the box. →
Beginning Sentence Correction 14

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. \(\rightarrow\) I am very happy.

1. My pen belong too me. \(\rightarrow\) _________________________________

2. My shoos orange. \(\rightarrow\) _________________________________

3. Where you? \(\rightarrow\) _________________________________

4. I works hard. \(\rightarrow\) _________________________________

5. The earrings is lost. \(\rightarrow\) _________________________________

6. My cereal cost four dollars. \(\rightarrow\) _______________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 15

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. The party are at five o’clock. → ________________________________

2. My mother likes candy canes. → ________________________________

3. The family has new car. → ________________________________

4. The water no turn off. → ________________________________

5. My friends gone to the fair. → ________________________________

6. The computer class be across the hall. → ________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 16

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. My name are Larry. →

2. The car outside. →

3. The games are fun. →

4. The candy are free. →

5. That no fair. →

6. The cook book be big. →
Beginning Sentence Correction 18

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. She are downstairs. → __________________________

2. The cars is red. → __________________________

3. Where it be? → __________________________

4. The picture are pretty. → __________________________

5. Cows is black and white. → __________________________

6. My mom loves me. → __________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 2

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. My head hurt. → __________________________________________

2. When we gonna eat? → ______________________________________

3. He don’t like vegetables. → __________________________________

4. Me favorite color are blue. → __________________________________

5. She does her homework every night. → _________________________

6. I leaving now. → ___________________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 20

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. I have dog. → ________________________________

2. He are my friend. → ________________________________

3. The trip is today. → ________________________________

4. The carnival today. → ________________________________

5. Today was tuesday. → ________________________________

6. She talked to we. → ________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 3

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. I go now. → ________________________________

2. I want three egg. → ________________________________

3. We are learning English. → ________________________________

4. I have too cats. → ________________________________

5. You chair is red. → ________________________________

6. I no have time. → ________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 4

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. bill and kristen is fun. → ___________________________________________________

2. I want some juice. → _______________________________________________________

3. I have two car. → _________________________________________________________

4. Juan and Yao my best friends. → ____________________________________________

5. I going with Tom. → ______________________________________________________

6. I work landscaping company. → ____________________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 5

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. Kisha am nice. → __________________________________________

2. I no like coffee. → __________________________________________

3. I am from El Salvador. → __________________________________________

4. Yuki love her mom. → __________________________________________

5. I need to get new job. → __________________________________________

6. I am going to buy three orange. → __________________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 6

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. Who coming to diner? → ____________________________________________
2. I hungry. → ______________________________________________________
3. What time is it? → _________________________________________________
4. Deirdre be my friend. → ____________________________________________
5. Roberto have two apple. → __________________________________________
6. I play soccer yesterday. → __________________________________________
Advanced Sentence Correction 7 - Answers

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party.  

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Sophia said, Get out of the rain!  
   Sophia said, “Get out of the rain!”

2. Once the train arrives we will be on are way.  
   Once the train arrives, we will be on our way.

3. Gas in Alaska is the most cheapest gas in all the world.  
   Gas in Alaska is the cheapest in the world.

4. When I turn forty five I would have been a coal miner for twenty two years.  
   When I turn forty five, I will have been a coal miner for twenty two years.

5. Apollo 11 was the first manned mission to land on the moon.  
   Apollo 11 was the first manned mission to land on the moon. (no correction necessary)

6. The cashere gave me two hundred and sixteen dollars sixty two cents.  
   The cashier gave me two hundred sixteen dollars and sixty two cents.
Beginning Sentence Correction 7

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. You see the game last night? → ________________________________

2. I gonna eat at 8:30. → ________________________________

3. When we leaving? → ________________________________

4. Daniel need to go to the store. → ________________________________

5. Luigi is my friend. → ________________________________

6. You coming too? → ________________________________
Beginning Sentence Correction 8

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. The television are on. → _______________________________________________________________________
2. I dunno if I can do it. → _______________________________________________________________________
3. She drive to work. → _______________________________________________________________________
4. John washd car yesterdae. → _______________________________________________________________________
5. My best friend is here! → _______________________________________________________________________
6. There going two help us. → _______________________________________________________________________


Beginning Sentence Correction 9

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: I are very happy. → I am very happy.

1. Were is the new books. → __________________________________________

2. I no like the new car. → __________________________________________

3. Sara feel sick. → __________________________________________

4. Monday is the day before Tuesday. → __________________________________________

5. The cake burn yesterday. → __________________________________________

6. The game are over. → __________________________________________
Intermediate Sentence Correction 1

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: What time we leaving? → What time are we leaving?

1. What time the soccer game star? → ________________________________

2. I can’t not find the keys. → ________________________________

3. I eating cause I’m hungry. → ________________________________

4. Can I come to? → ________________________________

5. I gonna get five oranges six apples and ten peach at the store. → ________________________________

6. When are we going to play baseball? → ________________________________
Intermediate Sentence Correction 2

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: What tine we leaving? → What time are we leaving?

1. freddie is coming? → 

2. I am taller then Ronaldo. → 

3. What time are we getting there cause I got to go! → 

4. Have you ever been to Spain? → 

5. I will call him when we get their → 

6. Anybody wants to come with me? →
Intermediate Sentence Correction 3

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: What tine we leaving? → What time are we leaving?

1. I dunno if I gonna wanna do it. → 

2. Wait I need more time. → 

3. What grade you got on the test? → 

4. If I ever go to Italy, I would like you to come with me. → 

5. When I was three years old I can tie my shoes. → 

6. Hers dress is blue long and very pretty. → 

Intermediate Sentence Correction 4

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: What tine we leaving? → What time are we leaving?

1. Let’s go to the beach. →

2. I gotta go to the mall tomorrow. →

3. you ever been to Vietnam? →

4. If you not there I wait for you. →

5. I could come with you? →

6. We drived to the beach last weekend. →
Intermediate Sentence Correction 5

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: What tine we leaving? → What time are we leaving?

1. You wanna get somethin to eat later? →

                                                                                           

2. I thing we gonna win the game. →                                                                 

                                                                                           

3. Toby is taller then Nick. →                                                                 

                                                                                           

4. I writed him to letter already. →                                                                   

                                                                                           

5. Jenna dunno the anser. →                                                                 

                                                                                           

6. We have been reading since five thirty.

                                                                                           

Intermediate Sentence Correction 7

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** What tine we leaving? → What time are we leaving?

1. “I would like more tea please,” she said. →

2. If we don’t hurry up we will miss the train. →

3. Rebecca is the most old person in the class. →

4. I no like it when it rain. →

5. This is jovitas watch right? →

6. Before we eat dinner lets wash are hands. →
Intermediate Sentence Correction 9

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: What tine we leaving? → What time are we leaving?

1. He gonna let me have more water? →

2. The work have to be done by monday. →

3. The car an truck is in the backyard. →

4. Yesterday, after the party, we went home. →

5. The cake has eggs flour and milk in it. →

6. We going to there house. →
Advanced Sentence Correction 1

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Jim Rosarios husband is a nice man. →

2. What time we gonna go to the mall? →

3. My friends house is big red and expensive. →

4. She looked at him and said “I will be back in five minutes!”→

5. The old car doesn’t need to be fixed. →

6. What time it is? →
Advanced Sentence Correction 2

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. ⇒

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Shell be comin soon so dont worry. ⇒

2. she likes dogs, but she don’t like cats ⇒

3. I jus bot my sisters old house for too millions dollars. ⇒

4. When I get home, I will make dinner. ⇒

5. you know who’s dog this is? ⇒

6. When I get tired I take rest. ⇒
Advanced Sentence Correction 4 - Answers

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

   Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. i can have a peace of pie? → Can I have a piece of pie?

2. me and my friend are gonna go to the beach next weekend. →
   My friend and I are going to go to the beach next weekend.


4. Mary tom and javier are nice peeple. →
   Mary, Tom, and Javier are nice people.

5. When are we going? → When are we going? (no correction necessary)

6. We going now? → Are we going now?
Advanced Sentence Correction 4

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

   Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. i can have a peace of pie? →

2. me and my friend are gonna go to the beach next weekend. →


4. Mary tom and javier are nice peeple. →

5. When are we going? →

6. We going now? →
Advanced Sentence Correction 5 - Answers

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Do Mary know when Mark gonna arrive. →

Does Mary know when Mark is going to arrive?

2. In five minits I will had been working for ten hours. →

In five minutes, I will have been working for ten hours.

3. I will like more tea she said to the server. →

“I would like more tea,” she said to the server.

4. if he try hard enuf, Bill can become an actor some day. →

If he tries hard enough, Bill could become an actor some day.

5. Today is thursday october eleven 1965. →

Today is Thursday, October eleventh, 1965.

6. I simply cannot wait to get there! →

I simply cannot wait to get there! (no correction necessary)
Advanced Sentence Correction 5

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Do Mary know when Mark gonna arrive. →

________________________________________________________________________

2. In five minits I will had been working for ten hours. →

________________________________________________________________________

3. I will like more tea she said to the server. →

________________________________________________________________________

4. if he try hard enuf, Bill can become an actor some day. →

________________________________________________________________________

5. Today is thursday october eleven 1965. →

________________________________________________________________________

6. I simply cannot wait to get there! →

________________________________________________________________________
Advanced Sentence Correction 6 - Answers

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. In to days I will be the fith person to land on the moon. →

   In two days, I will be the fifth person to have landed on the moon.

2. “Tommy,” she said, “Could you please be quiet?” →

   “Tommy,” she said, “Could you please be quiet?” (no correction necessary)

3. If I was president I will make health care more afoardable. →

   If I were president, I would make healthcare more affordable.

4. We going to the super market later? →

   Are we going to go to the supermarket later?

5. Spot my dog is the faster runner in the hole neighborhood. →

   Spot, my dog, is the fastest runner in the whole (or entire) neighborhood.

6. When i am sixteen i am gonna get my lisence. →

   When I am sixteen, I am going to get my license.
Advanced Sentence Correction 6

**Directions:** Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

**Example:** Tomorrow we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. In to days I will be the fith person to land on the moon. →

2. “Tommy,” she said, “Could you please be quiet?” →

3. If I was president I will make helth care more afoardable. →

4. We going to the super market later? →

5. Spot my dog is the faster runner in the hole neighborhood. →

6. When i am sixteen i am gonna get my lisence. →
Advanced Sentence Correction 7

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Sophia said, Get out of the rain! →

2. Once the train arrives we will be on are way. →

3. Gas in Alaska is the most cheapest gas in all the world. →

4. When I turn forty five I would have been a coal miner for twenty two years. →

5. Apollo 11 was the first manned mission to land on the moon. →

6. The cashere gave me two hundred and sixteen dollars sixty two cents. →
Advanced Sentence Correction 1 – Answers

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

    Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Jim Rosarios husband is a nice man. →

    Jim, Rosario’s husband, is a nice man.

2. What time we gonna go to the mall? →

    What time are we going to go to the mall?

3. My friends house is big red and expensive. →

    My friend’s house is big, red, and expensive.

4. She looked at him and said “I will be back in five minutes!” →

    She looked at him and said, “I will be back in five minutes!”

5. The old car doesn’t need to be fixed. →

    The old car doesn’t need to be fixed. (no correction necessary)

6. What time it is? →

    What time is it?